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Time to reset and restart

By Ian Teague
UK Group Managing 
Director, iPipeline

As we find ourselves racing towards the end of 
the year, it feels as though the UK is beginning 
to open up. Businesses are starting to leave 
the virtual office and people are starting to 
meet colleagues and network face-to-face. 
It really is an exciting and uplifting time and 
we’re all keen to welcome a brighter future. We 
do though recognise the uncertain nature of 
this and the differing experiences around the 
country and the world.

At iPipeline, we’re focusing on the positives and 
are striving to keep in mind the many things the 
pandemic taught us, including the importance of 
setting targets and to keep pushing to achieve 
our goals, whatever the obstacles. 

During trying times, we’ve remained optimistic 
and worked hard to stay connected and aligned 
with our colleagues. Our overarching goals still 
remain to grow and transform the UK protection 
market, to become the solution partner of 
choice and to extend our growth across the 
UK and into Europe and beyond. We still have 
work to do and are continually refining our 
approach to deliver even better outcomes to our 
customers. 

I’ve previously talked about how the last 18 
months have accelerated existing industry 
trends. Digital innovation remains a priority 
as our customers continue to improve their 

processes and deliver efficiencies. A great 
example of keeping ahead with new technology 
as we emerge from a remote world are our new 
transformational partnerships with OneFamily 
and Ascot Lloyd of which we’re extremely proud.
Customer engagement has become even more 
in focus: now over 40% of insurers believe 
COVID has impacted customer engagement 
KPIs1. The workforce is also changing with over 
55% being made up of millennials and GenZ1 
and over 60% of consumers making transactions 
via digital channels1. Our challenge now is to 
ensure optimum engagement within this market 
to help the younger generation, along with other 
underserved markets, understand and build their 
own financial resilience.

Likewise there’s much to be celebrated at 
iPipeline. We’re delighted to have been 
shortlisted in 6 categories in this year’s COVER 
Excellence Awards, shortlisted in the Money 
Marketing Awards and we have finalists in the 
Women in Financial Advice Awards too. These 
achievements demonstrate the commitment and 
passion of our colleagues who collaborate to 
help grow the UK protection market. 

More news on this in our next edition and 
in the meantime, we hope you like our new-
look newsletter. Like the world around us, it’s 
evolving and we are too!

3 TIME TO RESET AND RESTART | IAN TEAGUE

Source 1: Capgemini: Top trends in life insurance in 2021

https://uk.ipipeline.com/onefamily-launches-new-digital-platform-to-transform-their-investments-and-savings-service-through-ipipelines-ssg-digital/?utm_source=IntroOneFam&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
https://uk.ipipeline.com/ascot-lloyd-adopts-ipipelines-alphatrust-e-sign-software/?utm_source=IntroAscot&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
https://www.covermagazine.co.uk/news/4035351/cover-excellence-awards-2021-provider-shortlist-announced
https://www.covermagazine.co.uk/news/4035351/cover-excellence-awards-2021-provider-shortlist-announced
https://moneymarketingawards.co.uk/shortlist-2021
https://moneymarketingawards.co.uk/shortlist-2021
https://event.professionaladviser.com/WomeninFinancialAdviceAwards2021/en/page/2021-finalist
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Umbrella Benefits. Additional cover your clients can count on.

In today’s competitive market, the 
more clients can see the value of 
protection, the more likely they are 
to take out cover. 

That’s why we have created 
Umbrella Benefits. Practical and 
emotional support is included within 
our protection products that focus 
on physical and mental health. Plus, 
the two new optional benefits could 
add financial security and peace 
of mind when added to a Legal & 
General protection policy. Giving 
your clients the choice they want. 

Listening to customers

Before introducing Umbrella 
Benefits offering, we spoke to the 
people that mattered to advisers – 
customers. 

We discovered that many customers 
didn’t know the level of support 
that was available to them with 
their protection products. And they 
said access to specialists that could 
offer personalised support and 
guidance in difficult times was really 
important. 

Also, customers told us that they 
wanted to ‘pick and mix’ the level 
of protection they needed, which is 
why we introduced two new paid 
products. 

Going further for your clients.

Umbrella Benefits give you and your 
clients more choice, more cover and 
more support. 

UMBRELLA BENEFITS. ADDITIONAL COVER YOUR CLIENTS CAN COUNT ON | L&G

Fracture Cover and Private Diagnostics are Insured by AXIS Speciality Europe SE. The support and 
services are provided by Trustedoctor, a sister company of Further Underwriting International SLU

Wellbeing Support – Access available on personal protection 
Rehabilitation Support Services- access available with income protection policies 

Rehabilitation Support Services 
– back to work support

Included as standard with their 
income protection policies, 
Rehabilitation Support Services 
gives your clients access to our 
in-house team of healthcare 
professionals. Providing tailored 
support and advice when clients 
make a valid claim, helping clients 
quickly return to health and work. 

Private Diagnostics – the answers 
your clients need, quickly. 

When you’re worried that you might 
have a serious illness, getting an answer 
quickly is so important. 

Private Diagnostics, offers a blend of 
virtual consultations and in-person 
testing appointments for referrals to 
cardiology, oncology and neurosurgery, 
with results in just a few weeks. Available 
for an additional £4.50 a month.

Fracture Cover – Help with 
injury costs

It’s easy to have a fall or accident. 
It could mean time off work, extra 
childcare duties, expensive travel 
costs. Fracture cover provides some 
financial peace of mind for those 
extra outgoings, covering multiple 
claims up to a maximum of £7,500 
for just an additional £5.90 a month.

Wellbeing Support - Personalised 
support when your clients need it 

From the day your client’s Legal & 
General policy begins, they have 
access to Wellbeing Support provided 
by RedArc Assured Ltd. It can help 
with managing a serious or chronic 
illness, recovery, mental health and 
bereavement.

Below are the four offerings in more detail: 

If you’d like to find out more about Legal & General’s 
Umbrella benefits, what is and isn’t covered and how it 
can support you and your clients’ needs, click here.

https://adviser.legalandgeneral.com/l/689583/2021-05-14/jg6jl
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Even more cover
Umbrella Benefits –  Additional cover and services 

your clients can count on

For more choice, more protection, 
more support. Find out more at  

adviser.legalandgeneral.com/
umbrella-benefits 

Fracture Cover2

Rehabilitation Support Service

Private Diagnostics2

Wellbeing Support1        

Access included as standard with 

personal protection policies

Included as standard with our income 
protection policies 

Optional Benefit with personal 
protection policies

Optional Benefit with personal 
protection policies

1. Provided by RedArc Assured Limited
2. Insured by AXIS Specialty Europe SE. The support

and services are provided by Trustedoctor, a sister
company of Further Underwriting International SLU

https://adviser.legalandgeneral.com/l/689583/2021-05-14/jg6jl
http://adviser.legalandgeneral.com/umbrella-benefits
http://adviser.legalandgeneral.com/umbrella-benefits
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However, beneath the surface, inequalities are more 
pronounced. Benefit amounts are on average 20% greater 
for males (2), which may be symptomatic of higher average 
salaries compared to females. Further, female unpaid 
labour (namely childcare) is largely undervalued and not 
necessarily captured in the policies being written for this 
demographic, thereby exacerbating the gender gap (3). 

This is indicated in Figure 2, with 2020 and 2021 Q2 
data displaying a marked disparity between salary bands 
for female apply links. Policy applications for salaries 
under £20k are skewed towards females, though the ratio 
reverses for higher bands, with less than 35% of links held 
by females for buckets £50k and above. 

iPipeline Quarterly | September 2021

6 GENDER AND PROTECTION: A BRIEF REVIEW | JOSH FRANCIS

Gender and protection: a brief review 

The intersection between gender and 
protection has become increasingly prominent 
in recent years, in parallel with a growing 
focus on broader gender equality – socially, 
economically, and culturally. Covid-19 has 
sharpened these conversations - a 2020 
report from the Chartered Insurance Institute 
indicated that the pandemic will prolong the 
closure of the gender pay gap until 2110 (1) .  

At the macro-level, data from the 2021 FCA 
Financial Lives Survey suggests that 51% of 
all UK life insurance policies are attributable 
to males, with 49% held by females. The split 
widens to 56% and 44% when looking at 
income protection (IP) (2). 

In iPipeline’s own data, we can see the growth 
in policy applications to females in recent 
years (Figure 1), rising from 45% at the start of 
2016, to 47% last quarter, with an uptick in the 
first half of 2020, following the onset of the 
pandemic. 

By Josh Francis
Data Analyst, 
iPipeline UK

Figure 1: % Links to Females, by Year, Quarter (All product lines, 
excludes advised channel)

Figure 2: % Links to Females, by salary band, quarter (All product lines, 
excludes advised channel and where salary not entered in comparison)

Figure 1 - % Links to Females by Year, Quarter

Figure 2 - % Links to Females, by Salary Band
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However, this masks further differences between product 
lines: female applications are typically higher for whole of 
life policies, but lower for IP and business protection (38 % 
and 27% in Q2 2021, respectively). 

Traditional household gender roles, with the man assuming 
the role of breadwinner, go some way in accounting for 
the disparity in IP cover referenced above (4). Looking at 
the breakdown of IP by occupation group, applications 
for females skew more towards service sector and 
administrative professions; those for males are weighted 
towards manufacturing, skilled trades and managerial 
occupations. 

Additionally, recent research indicated males are more 
likely to state they are responsible for long term household 
financial planning, highlighting the influence of more 
nuanced gender norms on the protection gap, in addition 
to quantitative differences in financial position (5). 

The percentage of female breadwinners has gradually 
increased in recent years: the proportion of households 
where the female partner has a higher salary than the male 
rose from 19.8% to 23.3%, between 2004 and 2019 (4). 
As such, emphasising the value of IP and giving greater 
prominence to protecting women’s finances is becoming 
increasingly crucial. 

Compounding the above are the consequences of 
Covid-19. Pre-pandemic, women tended to have greater 
financial vulnerability than men. Evidence suggests female 
financial security has since been disproportionately 
impacted, as well as women’s uptake of life insurance 
policies (1) (6). As the national and global recovery from 
the pandemic continues, conversations around health, 
life insurance and wider financial resilience that explicitly 
include gender perspectives have never been more 
important. 
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https://www.covermagazine.co.uk/news/4023035/cii-calls-urgent-action-tackle-covid-19-impact-women
https://lifehappens.org/blog/women-and-the-life-insurance-gender-gap/
https://focusorm.co.uk/2021/03/08/the-changing-face-of-the-protection-market-women-taking-the-lead/
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Five things we have learnt 
from Vitality’s 2020 claim 
statistics 

A handful of facts and figures gleaned from the Vitality 
Claims and Benefit Report 2021…

Vitality paid out a record £92m worth of protection claims to its 
members last year. As many as 99.6% of Life Cover claims were 
paid, 91.3% for Serious Illness Cover (SIC) and 96.8% of Income 
Protection claims1.

Every year, Vitality publishes its Claims & Benefits Report to show 
the percentage of claims paid and the amount of value it has 
provided to its members through a range of rewards and benefits. 
Here are five things we learnt from the most recent edition. 

COVID-19 represented the fifth largest cause of Life 
Cover claims

More than £4m was paid in COVID-19 related claims by Vitality 
last year, across Life Cover and SIC, with 9% of life claims paid 
out as a result of the virus. The majority of these were from 
Vitality’s eldest members and mostly men, who accounted for 
68% of COVID death claims (despite making up 53% of its book). 
Interestingly, 24% of COVID-19 related claims were for members 
below 60.  

Serious Illness Cover claims varied significantly between 
genders in 2020

While cancer was the main cause of death for both men and 
women, the reasons for SIC claims varied considerably between 
genders. Women were more likely to claim for cancer, connective 
tissue diseases and Endocrine and Metabolic diseases. Men, 
meanwhile, were more likely to claim across the Neurological and 

Heart & Artery body systems. Females accounted for 48% of 
Serious Illness Cover (SIC) claims – and 52% were from men. 

One in 12 claims for SIC were for conditions only 
covered by Vitality

Paying out appropriate amounts based on illness severity allows 
Vitality to cover more conditions that will financially impact the 
lives of its members. Pulmonary Embolisms was the most claimed 
upon unique condition in 2020, followed by moderately severe 
inflammatory bowel disease and surgery for cardiac arrhythmia 
(irregular heartbeat) – one in 12 of all claims paid last year were 
for conditions only covered by Vitality.

Almost a tenth of SIC claimants had claimed previously 
on their plan

With SIC, any plan can be claimed on an unlimited number of 
times, up to three times the level of the initial cover selected. 
This helps ensure cover stays in place for longer, while preventing 
members from becoming financially vulnerable if an illness recurs 
or they suffer an unrelated secondary condition. Last year, one in 
11 claimants had claimed previously on their plan and one in 20 
were making their third claim or more.

Vitality members received £14m worth of additional 
value during 2020

Even in the midst of the pandemic, the introduction of Vitality 
at Home – a range of rewards and benefits during lockdown 
– meant that as much as £14m worth of additional value was 
provided to members through the Vitality Programme. Data from 
parent company Discovery Group shows that such incentives also 
help its members to live longer, delay the onset of disease and 
reduce the risk of complications or death from COVID-192, as 
well as delivering financial value through the rewards themselves3. 

To find out more about how Vitality supported its 
members during 2020, read the Claims & Benefits 
Report 2021 in full here.

1 VitalityLife Claims and Benefits Report, August 2021 
2 Discovery South Africa Covid-19 Special Report, March 2021 
3 VitalityLife Claims and Benefits Report, 2021

By Justin Skinner
Managing Director, 

VitalityLife

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNT FROM VITALITY’S 2020 CLAIM STATISTICS | VITALITY8
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https://fr.zone-secure.net/177801/.claimsandbenefits2021/#page=1
https://fr.zone-secure.net/177801/.claimsandbenefits2021/#page=1
https://fr.zone-secure.net/177801/.claimsandbenefits2021/#page=1
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I don’t think it’s much of a surprise, given how much 
environmental and social news there has been over the 
past year, that ethical spending amongst consumers is 
increasing dramatically. 

As a category, ethical spending grew by 13% between 
2018 and 2019 rising to record levels of £98bn. With 
the huge press and coverage surrounding the climate 
emergency, I for one am expecting it to rise even further.* 

Although these statistics are related to consumer spending 
as a whole, ethical spending is having an increasing impact 
on financial services. From the growth in ESG funds to 
the surge in green mortgages, we are seeing our industry 
having to respond to the rapid changes in consumer 
demand.

We, as a market need to react to this 
sharp shift in mindset, where consumers 
more frequently ask the question - does 
this supplier, vendor, or company reflect 
my ethical beliefs and is it a company 
that considers the environment?

Consumers aren't just looking at the cheapest products 
anymore. They are taking the time, using technology 
they have at their fingertips and researching companies 
to ensure they are not transacting with a business that 
exploits the environment, society, or their employees. 

Now, having a footer on your emails to promote the fact 
that you do not print your emails, is a nice gesture, but 
really doesn't get close to showing that you are striving to 
be sustainable. It would be far more powerful if that footer 
could read that you run a paperless office.

The most important step in becoming paperless, is to 
eliminate post and when it comes to posting a letter there 
are many environmental touchpoints to consider.  It's 
easy to think about the simple things such as the forests 
destroyed for paper production, the sorting offices, and 
the power that they consume, or the post van that might 
be delivering the mail and the fuel it takes to get to its 
destination.

But if you really delve deep and think about the entire 
process, you can think of examples such as factories 
producing the bonding agent that sticks the envelopes 
together burning fossil fuels all day producing a glue from 
natural rubber and the by-products of oil refining.  

That is just one example of the 40 or so processes that go 
into the entire journey of a letter, most of which have an 
impact on the environment.

If we only consider the carbon footprint comparison, there 
is still a colossal difference**.

iPipeline Quarterly | September 2021
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Corporate Environmental Responsibility

By Scott Machin
Senior Product Manager,
iPipeline UK

CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY | SCOTT MACHIN9

4
grams

29
grams

The approximate 
CO2 emitted 
from an email

The approximate 
CO2 emitted from 
a posted letter
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There never has been a more important time for businesses 
to start assessing the processes impacting their waste 
and consumption. More companies are embracing digital 
transformation, which contributes massively to their corporate 
environmental responsibilities, while also greatly reducing 
their operating costs and providing much better service and 
convenience for their customers.

Utilising our AlphaTrust digital forms and 
e-signature solution you can deliver these 
benefits.  

Businesses should be looking at their internal processes to go 
paperless. There is no need to shuffle paper around departments 
or print things off to just stuff them in filing cabinets for 20 years. 
The technology solutions are out there to avoid you having to do 
this and once you go paperless, you can be proud that you are 
doing your part for the environment and also make your existing 
and future customers aware of your commitments to sustainability.

Using our years of experience in digital transformation we can 
help guide you through how to refine your processes to be the 
most efficient while ensuring they give your customers the best 
possible experience.

And while it’s true that emails consume much less CO2, they 
still consume some, so we should still consider the impact of 
unnecessary emails.  

As a final note and a fact that I found interesting. If everyone in 
the UK sent one fewer smiley face or silly animated GIF email a 
day, it would save more than 16,433 tonnes of CO2 a year. That 
is the equivalent to taking 3,334 diesel cars off the road.**

Now, let’s not get started on Bitcoin…

*https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/why-shop-ethically

**https://www.eco2greetings.com/News/The-Carbon-Footprint-of-Email-vs-
Postal-Mail.html

CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY | SCOTT MACHIN10

https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/why-shop-ethically
https://www.eco2greetings.com/News/The-Carbon-Footprint-of-Email-vs-Postal-Mail.html 
https://www.eco2greetings.com/News/The-Carbon-Footprint-of-Email-vs-Postal-Mail.html 
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https://uk.ipipeline.com/alphatrust-product?utm_source=ATAd&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
https://uk.ipipeline.com/alphatrust-product?utm_source=ATAd&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
mailto:uk.salesteam%40ipipeline.com?subject=
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Guardian offers GP 24/7 service to advisers – 
just what the doctor ordered!

We never underestimate the value of financial advisers, 
that’s why, from 1 July 2021, we’re giving all registered 
advisers and their immediate families, free access to our 
GP 24/7 service until 31 December 2021. 

Advisers don’t need to have written any business to access 
the offer and it’s available to all advisers who register with 
us before the end of 2021.

Our GP 24/7 service is currently available to every 
policyholder and gives access to a GP consultation with a 
UK-based doctor, at any time during the day or night, on 
any day of the week, from any location through a single, 
simple phone call. People who use the service can choose 
a phone or video consultation, using their phone, tablet 
or PC. There is no cap on the number of calls and no time 
limit on consultations. 

The service is provided by Guardian’s partner, HealthHero, 
and can be used to provide medication support, as well as 
private prescriptions and referrals. 

This unique offer for advisers comes as pandemic 
restrictions are easing and health is at the forefront of 
many people’s minds. NHS data also shows rising pressure 
on NHS GP practices in the aftermath of the pandemic. 
Recent analysis by the Health Foundation found that there 
were 279 million appointments made with GP practices in 
England from April 2020 to March 2021, compared with 
310 million the year before. This 10% drop means many 
people may have missed the diagnosis and treatment they 
needed during the pandemic. The same analysis stated 

that more than 28 million GP appointments were booked 
in March 2021. This was the highest level ever recorded, 
exceeding pre-pandemic levels, in March 2019, by 2 
million.¹ As society starts to reopen again, this is translating 
to increased pressure on GPs. 

GP 24/7 gives policyholders, and now advisers, a fast and 
simple way to access primary medical care at any time. 

Advisers already registered to do business with us can 
simply click the link below to get access. We’ll send them 
an email with the telephone number for GP 24/7.

Advisers not yet registered to do business with us, can 
follow the link below. It only takes a few minutes to 
register online. Once registration is confirmed, we’ll send 
them an email with the telephone number for GP 24/7.

GUARDIAN OFFERS GP24/7 SERVICE TO ADVISERS | GUARDIAN

Source: 

Health Foundation analysis of NHS data, May 27 2021: 
1. https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/charts-and-
infographics/how-has-the-covid-19-pandemic-impacted-primary-care 

DISCOVER MORE

CLICK FOR ACCESS

CLICK TO REGISTER

https://adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/additional-services/gp-24-7-for-advisers/?utm_campaign=gp247foradvisers&utm_content=freeaccess&utm_medium=banner&utm_source=ipipeline&utm_term=841x595
https://adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/additional-services/gp-24-7-for-advisers/ 
https://adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/additional-services/gp-24-7-for-advisers/ 
https://portal.guardian1821.co.uk/registration
https://portal.guardian1821.co.uk/registration
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Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of Scottish Friendly  
Assurance Society Limited. All products are provided by Scottish Friendly.

Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of Scottish Friendly Assurance Society Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered office: Scottish Friendly House, 16 Blythswood Square, 
Glasgow G2 4HJ. Registration number 110002. Guardian Financial Services Limited is registered in England and Wales under number 11115769. Registered office:  
11 Strand, London WC2N 5HR.

GP 24/7 FOR 
ADVISERS

Free access until 31 December 2021

Visit: adviser.guardian1821.co.uk

https://adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/additional-services/gp-24-7-for-advisers/?utm_campaign=gp247foradvisers&utm_content=freeaccess&utm_medium=banner&utm_source=ipipeline&utm_term=841x595
https://adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/additional-services/gp-24-7-for-advisers/?utm_campaign=gp247foradvisers&utm_content=freeaccess&utm_medium=banner&utm_source=ipipeline&utm_term=841x595
https://adviser.guardian1821.co.uk/additional-services/gp-24-7-for-advisers/?utm_campaign=gp247foradvisers&utm_content=freeaccess&utm_medium=banner&utm_source=ipipeline&utm_term=841x595
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Price Vs Value. It’s an age-old debate 
which the protection market is not 
immune from. 

For some goods and services we buy, 
product differentiation is clear for all 
to see. For example, retailers have 
long been known to reinforce the 
low-price points of their ‘value’ ranges 
with the use of simplistic, low grade 
packaging and branding. Whether 
the quality of products between top 
and bottom is so different remains an 
issue of personal taste; but few would 
argue that Haagen Dazs, one of the 
first retail brands to actively pursue 
a premium price point, offers high 
quality ice cream. 

In protection, it’s different. Consumers 
(or clients) are far from experts when 
it comes to protection products. 
Most wouldn’t know what a total 
permanent disability definition is, 
let alone be able to compare the 
relative value of insurer definitions. 
That’s where advisers come in - 
they are the experts who help their 
clients navigate product features 
and benefits, ultimately making a 
recommendation that is best for them, 
based on their needs and budget. 

Or that’s what advisers should do 
- act as the conscience that helps 
clients weigh up the cost and value 
of the cover options for them - but is 
this always the case? 

It could be argued that protection 
has become a highly commoditised 
market – one where insurers are 
striving to win on price and where 
some advisers are happy to be led by 
this and recommend on price alone. 
This has perhaps been intensified by 
the ease with which advisers can now 
access price comparisons.

Portals, such as our own 
SolutionBuilder give advisers 
the ability to produce market 
wide price comparisons in 
seconds. 

The temptation to get a 
recommendation done and a sale 
over-the-line based on the cheapest 
quote must be huge. 

However, the importance of our 
roles goes way deeper than that. The 
financial future of a huge number of 
families depends not only on getting 
cover at the right price, but getting 
the best value cover. Ultimately, 
choosing by value, not just price can 
be the difference between a paid and 
a declined claim. 

So, this is a collective responsibility 
for all  stakeholders in the market. 
Insurers have a duty to deliver plans 
which offer true value, not just the 
lowest price point. Advisers have a 
duty to go deeper with the market 
comparisons and research. Choosing 

based on price alone simply isn’t 
enough. 

Technology can play its part 
too. That’s why we integrated 
Product Features Reports 
into our Best-In-Class portal, 
SolutionBuilder. 

These reports, powered by research 
experts Protection Guru, give advisers 
a wide range of product information 
at their fingertips; importantly whilst 
fully immersed in the quote process. 
For advisers, this is a game changer. 
There’s no need to divert away from 
a focus on getting the best price, to 
concentrate on product research. 
They can simply choose the insurers 
and the features they want to 
compare and the rest is automatic. 
Protection Guru even use the benefit 
of their expertise and experience to 
rate each feature. This is gold dust; for 
busy advisers.

However, what’s more, this is the 
proof that technology has the power 
to be a force for good beyond just 
price and convenience. By giving 
advisers improved access to the 
information they need and by 
connecting them to technical product 
experts, we’re helping them focus on 
what is most important - engaging 
their clients and connecting them to 
the most appropriate cover for them. 
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Portal evolution. Price vs value

By Nick Jones
Senior Marketing Manager,
iPipeline UK

PORTAL EVOLUTION. PRICE VS VALUE | NICK JONES14
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Starting fresh and keeping it simple – 
a different perspective on Income Protection.

STARTING FRESH AND KEEPING IT SIMPLE | LV=15

As an industry we’re good at enhancing 
our core products and adding multiple 
features, but there are times when the 
right thing to do is to step outside the 
box, start from first principles and design 
a new product to meet a specific target 
market.

Income protection traditionally bases 
the amount of cover on a percentage 
of the client’s earnings with a further 
financial assessment if a claim is made. 
However, as our workforce changes – 
24% of the working population are now 
classed as non-traditional or gig-workers 
(LV= Opinium Survey, June 2020) – this 
approach is simply no longer always a 
viable solution. 

On average people spend 18% of their 
income on mortgage payments and 
37% if they’re renting (English Housing 
Survey, 2019-2020). Making the roof 
over our heads one of our biggest 
outgoings. But 26% of homeowners 
have missed a mortgage payment due 
to illness or injury (Financial Reporter, 
2021).

At LV= we aim to help facilitate more 
meaningful and targeted protection 
conversations. We’ve spent time to 
understand the barriers advisers face 
when selling traditional IP and identified 
a gap to deliver a simple-to-explain 
solution, offering no-nonsense certainty, 
with a clear focus on helping under-
served consumers.

Mortgage and Rent Cover, our new 
outgoings based solution, protects 
monthly mortgage or rent payments 
and helps advisers protect more clients 
who wouldn’t always be suitable for 
traditional IP. The cover is affordable and 
isn’t linked to a customer’s earnings or 
hours worked, making it ideal for those 
who may struggle to prove earnings or 
hours worked. It’s also a great starter 
option for people just starting out 
and getting on, or trying to get on the 
property ladder.

A new perspective

LV= Mortgage and Rent Cover adopts 
an innovative approach, focusses on the 
importance of protecting people’s ability 
to keep up their mortgage or rental 
payments and tackles the challenges we 
see with traditional IP for underserved 
audiences. So, what makes it different?  

1. No financial underwriting required

No proof of income or hours worked 
is needed. You’ll only need to validate 
the amount of cover isn’t more than 
their mortgage or rental payment by 
obtaining documentary evidence (such 
as mortgage offer or rental agreement). 

2. Certainty at point of claim

Our Mortgage and Rent Guarantee 

means we’ll pay the full chosen amount 
of cover, from a minimum of £100 to a 
maximum amount of £2,000, throughout 
the claim when your client is unable to 
work due to illness or injury. 

3. Affordable cover with valuable 
benefits

Through LV= Doctor Services and our 
Member Care Line we can provide 
quick, convenient access to a range 
of everyday emotional and practical 
support services. 

Relevant protection conversations 

You have a great opportunity to 
proactively connect with clients at 
the point they’re taking on long term 
financial commitments such as mortgage 
or rental contracts. Communicating 
the value of insurance and providing 
protection solutions at the right time in 
those discussions is essential. Mortgage 
and Rent Cover can be easily weaved 
into these discussions. It does what it 
says on the tin – it’s simple, affordable 
and provides certainty making it 
relatable for clients and easy to explain 
for advisers. 

To find out more about Mortgage and 
Rent Cover visit LVadviser.com/MRC

Mortgage and Rent Cover
Simple, affordable protection 
with no financial underwriting

For financial advisers only

By Justin Harper
Proposition 
& Marketing 
Director, LV=

https://www.lvadviser.com/personal-protection/mortgage-and-rent-cover?utm_campaign=22.07.21+mrc&utm_medium=display&utm_source=ipipeline&utm_content=magazine
https://www.lvadviser.com/personal-protection/mortgage-and-rent-cover?utm_campaign=22.07.21+mrc&utm_medium=display&utm_source=ipipeline&utm_content=magazine 
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Protection Review: 
We’ve built a new audience

I forget the exact date, but it was around 
April 2020 when we realised the annual 
Protection Review event scheduled for 
July wasn’t going to happen.

The conference attracts almost 300 
people during the day, 400 for the 
evening dinner and is a long-standing 
highlight in the protection calendar. 

But the date was in people’s diaries, and 
we didn’t want to just fade away into 
the distance until face-to-face events 
returned. 

So, we brainstormed a bunch of ideas 
and with a bit of creative licence came 
up with the ProtectX concept.

Seven speakers. Seven minutes each. 
Seven different topics.

Crucially, while sponsorship is available 
for many things Protection Review does, 
these speaking slots are not sponsored 
and thus, just like the main conference, 
are not sales pitches or product push.

We try to ensure, as best we can, a 
diverse and wide range of speakers, 
who cover challenging issues 
authentically and from a position of 
expertise – to encourage debate and to 
get people thinking a little differently.

We didn’t know if the model would 
work. We thought we would do it 
once and then get back to the hotel in 
December. But the model did work – 
and December was virtual too. In fact, 
despite the torrent of online events and 
zoom calls the feedback was outstanding 
and ProtectX was highly commended 
in the Best Promotion of Protection 
category at the 2020 Cover Awards. 

“Another absolutely brilliant 
event from the Protection 
Review team. In a year where 
it would have been easier to 
sit it out, they challenged and 
changed what we thought was 
possible with online events. A 
remarkable achievement.”

- Alain Desmier, Contact State 

The engagement on social media is also 
incredibly good and we often see the 
hashtag trending on Twitter during the 
events. 

We’ve learned a lot about running high 
quality digital events over the last year. 
We’ve worked with dozens of great 
speakers and several external companies 
(and we’re often up late at night ahead 
of the events making sure things are just 
about as good as they can be).

When you run a live event, you always 
go to sleep and wake up a little nervous 
and excited. But when people start 
coming in and when you know the 
room is going to be full, it gives you a 
renewed sense of confidence that all 
your planning and decision making will 
be worth it.

Digital events are different. The two 
main things we’ve learned are that, for 
us at least, putting on a virtual event is 
without doubt more nerve wracking than 
standing on stage at a conference. The 
main reason being that the tech is out of 
your control. It doesn’t matter how good 
your speech is, how good the speakers 
are, or how much prep you’ve done – if 
the tech breaks down the whole thing 

fails. At a conference, if the tech fails it 
usually just means a speaker might not 
be able to show a video. It doesn’t bring 
down the whole show. 

The other challenge is that we have 
been quite demanding of our speakers 
in terms of the quality of their videos – 
and I’d like to thank everyone who has 
been one of our speakers. We do insist 
on re-records if the sound, lighting, 
background or positioning isn’t as good 
as it could be, which is for everyone’s 
benefit. 

We have a highly competent audience, 
so it is only right that we put on high 
quality events. 

Of course, we hope and pray that 
we can all be back at wonderful The 
Landmark hotel in December for the 
main event. But at the same time, things 
can’t – and shouldn’t – just go back to 
how they were.

We’ve built a new online audience, 
which includes many hundreds across 
the industry who watch our virtual 
events but who wouldn’t make it down 
to London for a day or two.

At the time of writing, we are busy 
preparing ProtectX5 – an insurtech 
special in partnership with iPipeline that 
will tackle a range of areas including 
remote advice, AI and global tech trends. 

In Q4 we will be finalising our main 
event in December as well planning 
ProtectX6 for Q1 next year. If you have 
any ideas or if you would like to be 
considered as a speaker, please do get 
in touch.

By Kevin Carr
CEO, 

Protection Review
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With 70% of working adults now seeing income 
security as a bigger priority because of the coronavirus 
pandemic¹, awareness of our financial frailties may never 
have been higher. 

67% of working adults are also concerned about a loss of 
earnings because of illness or injury¹, highlighting the lack 
of a financial safety net for many. However, just 22% have 
considered turning to insurance products such as income 
protection to provide them with added financial security1.

There is more to do

Throughout the pandemic, the risk of illness or injury 
preventing us from working remained. Even with the 
millions of workers on furlough, almost 63 million working 
days were lost in 2020 due to musculoskeletal problems, 
mental health conditions and minor illnesses2.

But how long before recent events become a distant 
memory? How many of the 22% considering income 
protection will make a purchase?

Advice is key

With income protection insurance not considered by 
almost 80% of UK working adults1, the role of advisers in 
highlighting its value remains key.  

Advisers are also integral in helping clients understand the 

support they would receive from the state if they were 
unable to work in the future. Without an employer sick pay 
scheme or substantial savings, many millions of workers 
may find themselves financially vulnerable if they are 
unable to work due to illness or injury. 

For those without access to employer sick pay, there 
will be an immediate financial implication of being 
unable to work. The monetary support received in these 
circumstances is not as generous as the amounts offered 
under the furlough scheme.

Income protection is not the answer to all the financial 
challenges created by the coronavirus pandemic. It is, 
however, essential in making UK businesses, workers, and 
their families more financially resilient in the event of the 
unknown. 

You matter more

Our latest “Let’s Talk Insurance” research can be found in 
our Adviser Knowledge Centre and provides you with 20 
minutes of CPD learning. 

If you would like to find out more about income protection 
from The Exeter, book an online product briefing with one 
of our sales team.

010721/2114

Advice is key when it comes 
to protecting incomes

By Steve Bryan
Director of Distribution  

and Marketing, The Exeter

ADVICE IS KEY WHEN IT COMES TO PROTECTING INCOMES | THE EXETER17
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1 – The Exeter “Let’s Talk Insurance” Research 2021.
2 – ONS, Sickness absence in the workplace 2020

https://www.the-exeter.com/adviser/knowledge-centre/insights/let-s-talk-insurance/
https://www.the-exeter.com/adviser/knowledge-centre/online-product-briefing/
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Replatforming – big bang or an iterative approach

By Chris Samuel
Business Operations 
Director, iPipeline

REPLATFORMING – BIG BANG OR AN ITERATIVE APPROACH | CHRIS SAMUEL18
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Ask any CIO and they will say platform migration is a 
‘once in career’ exercise – get it right and all is good, get 
it wrong and it can prove costly in more ways than one. 
We all know untangling legacy systems and process and 
moving to a new system or provider is hugely complex 
and sometimes it is deemed easier to limp on and apply 

sticking plasters than take the big strategic step to 
replatform. What the Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtedly 
done is shine some, at times uncomfortable, light on 
system limitations and exposures as we all have adapted 
our business and practices during the last 18 months.

The pitfalls to avoid 

To assume that it is an all or nothing approach 

To simply look to replicate what you currently have or do today on ‘new kit’

To not challenge yourselves to consolidate and rationalise products as part of a migration

Big bang is attractive when you look at the costs 
associated with your existing platform(s) compared to a 
more modern digital platform. However in the case of 
multiple legacy systems ‘all at once’ adds significant risk 
complexity and time to the programme. You need to 
consider what is live versus closed book, where the policy 
and customer volumes and demand lie, which systems (or 
functions within systems) are causing the most operational 

pain/risk/cost or sit on software and hardware which is 
soon to be replaced. A componentised platform should 
be able to ‘mix and match’ functional areas to allow a 
staggered platform migration approach by, for example 
looking at Agency and Commission, Underwriting only, or 
New Business. Other innovative approaches I have seen 
include an insurer enabling customers on a legacy platform 
to effect GIOs on their ‘legacy policy’ on the new platform, 

All or nothing
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effectively ensuring that all new business is conducted 
on a single system. Other approaches seen include 
migrating Agency and Commission Management to 
alleviate legacy system constraints ahead of a phased full 
platform implementation, implementing new business only 
to benefit from propositional change and initiatives and 
create the business case for subsequent policy servicing 
and administration implementation and migration. 
Effectively delivering a series of business cases to enable 
you to do more when earlier phases have delivered 
expected business returns or outcomes.

Don’t blindly replicate ‘today’ 

If you don’t escape the mindset of ‘but this is how we do 
it today’, the biggest risk and consequence is you only 
achieve a shiny version of your current business and 
operating model. That, in my opinion is highly unlikely to 
give the expected efficiency and experience improvements 
a replatforming business case is predicated on, let alone 
the required ROI.  

This is especially true with analogue to digital transitions. 
Avoid creating manual workflows and process when 

automation is the ‘out of the box’ default. Human 
intervention should be value add, not a processing step. In 
scoping sessions with partners at iPipeline, we always talk 
about adopt versus adapt. With a proven platform adapt 
needs to have a very strong business case. If we think the 
adapt is a better way of doing something then that adapt 
becomes the new adopt. The old ‘but that’s how we do 
it today’ simply doesn’t cut the mustard for me - I would 
prefer our partners save their money!

Less is more! 

Historically, system inflexibility has meant a proliferation 
of products. When migrating books of business the 
opportunity from product rationalisation, especially when 
closed to new business, makes a significant contribution 
to both programme efficiency and cost. Modern platforms 
should be able to host multiple product variations within 
existing product structures to enable realisation of 
rationalisation benefits. – 70% product rationalisation is 
not unheard of!

iPipeline Quarterly | September 2021
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A market-leading Protection and General Insurance proposition, 
offering competitive commercial terms and comprehensive 

support for directly authorised firms.

What makes Paradigm stand out from the crowd?

Get in touch today to find out more

03300 536 061

Paradigm Protect is a trading name of Paradigm Mortgage Services LLP
Paradigm Mortgage Services LLP is registered in England and Wales. Company No: OC323403.

Registered Office: Paradigm House, Brooke Court, Lower Meadow Road, Wilmslow, SK9 3ND
Paradigm Mortgage Services LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership.

Moving your Protection agencies is a big decision, and we understand that you want to 
be certain you’re making the right choice. At Paradigm, we pride ourselves in offering a 
personal approach and we’ll be available to support you through this change.

No joining fees or ongoing membership charges

Increased net commission terms achieved via our market-leading terms

Unique Protection Helpdesk support for placing complex cases

A ‘no loaded premium’ stance, meaning your clients don’t pay higher
premiums in order to attract higher commission terms

The most comprehensive range of Providers and product areas available in 
the Directly Authorised space

FREE licences for iPipeline’s innovative SolutionBuilder technology as well as 
discounted terms for other technology solutions designed to help you grow 
your business

Ongoing training and support including access to Specialist Protection CPD 
events

paradigm.co.uk/protection

https://www.paradigm.co.uk/protection/
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INCOME PROTECTION AWARENESS WEEK | IPTF21

This year the Income Protection 
Task Force (IPTF) has been working 
with members to raise the profile of 
income protection with consumers 
and to provide useful tools and 
resources for advisers to support 
their IP conversations with clients. 
Next week, running from 20th 
to 24th September, the IPTF will 
be hosting Income Protection 
Awareness Week including a series 
of online, free-to-attend events. 

Each day across the week will be 
themed with content and discussions 
aiming to increase understanding and 
confidence around income protection, 
how to position the product as part 
of a conversation with clients and 
highlighting additional benefits and 
how these can help clients even 
before claim stage. Tuesday 21st 
September will focus on mortgage 
advisers and the need for income 
protection as part of that process, 
and Wednesday 22nd September will 

focus on how wealth advisers can 
include income protection in their 
conversations. Both days will include 
case studies from those advisers 
who have recently increased their 
focus on income protection and 
why they’ve done that. Common 
myths and misconceptions around 
underwriting for income protection 
will be the focus on Thursday 23rd 
as well as considering the moment of 
truth: the claim. As well as these key 
moments in the life of an IP policy, 
the day will also include a look at the 
extra benefits included with income 
protection and the value that these 
can add for clients.

During the awareness week, viewers 
will be asked to make a pledge 
detailing the role they will play in 
increasing sales and awareness of 
income protection. You can find out 
more about the events taking place 
and how to get involved on the 
website iptf.co.uk.

In addition to the plans for Income 
Protection Awareness Week, the 
IPTF has also been busy working 
with marketing agency Moreish to 
create a consumer brand aimed at 
educating those aged 18-35 about 
the need for income protection. 
Ziggy’s Money Moves, a financial 
blog for the squiggler generation can 
be found online and on Instagram (@
ziggysmoneymoves) and hopes to 
highlight the need to protect income 
and become more financially savvy 
via a series of blogs and memes that 
advisers are encouraged to use to 
reach out to younger clients. Content 
is free for advisers to use and IPTF 
are grateful for adviser support.

By co-chairs:
Jo Miller, 
Katie Crook-Davies
& Andrew Wibberley

https://iptf.co.uk/
https://iptf.co.uk/
http://iptf.co.uk
https://www.ziggysmoneymoves.com/
https://iptf.co.uk/
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NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED | IPIPELINE22

News you may 
have missed

We are thrilled to have been shortlisted 
in 6 categories in this year’s COVER 
Excellence Awards.

Among these is the nomination for Ian 
Teague in the ‘Insurance Leader of the 
Year’ category plus product innovation and 
technology categories for our contribution 
to advancements in the industry. We’re 
looking forward to 2nd November when 
the winners will be announced.

iPipeline have also been shortlisted in the 
Money Marketing Awards 2021 in the 
‘Adviser technology provider of the year’ 
category, a new category for 2021. 

Winners will be announced at the Money 
Marketing Awards event which is being held 
on Wednesday 29 September.

iPipeline are delighted to partner with OneFamily, 
the UKs third largest financial mutual society. 

Our SSG Digital platform will replace OneFamily’s 
existing savings, investments and protection 
platform to provide a comprehensive digital service 
for around 2.6 million OneFamily customers. In 
addition, Ascot Lloyd have adopted iPipeline’s 
AlphaTrust e-Sign software to streamline processes 
and digitally transform their business so advisers 
can deliver best-in-class advice to clients.

Don’t forget, you can register for one of our 
webinars here. There’s a wealth of information 
available on a wide range of subjects. Catch up at 
your convenience on any webinars you’ve missed.

https://event.covermagazine.co.uk/COVERExcellenceAwards2021/en/page/home
https://event.covermagazine.co.uk/COVERExcellenceAwards2021/en/page/home
https://moneymarketingawards.co.uk/shortlist-2021
https://uk.ipipeline.com/onefamily-launches-new-digital-platform-to-transform-their-investments-and-savings-service-through-ipipelines-ssg-digital/?utm_source=NewspageOF&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
https://uk.ipipeline.com/ascot-lloyd-adopts-ipipelines-alphatrust-e-sign-software/?utm_source=NewspageAL&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
https://uk.ipipeline.com/upcomingwebinars/?utm_source=Newspagewebinars&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=IPQSept2021
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For advertising & sponsorship 
enquiries please contact:

Simon Duffin 
01242 211830 
Sduffin@ipipeline.com

For media enquiries  
please contact:

Nick Jones
07712 011074
Njones@ipipeline.com

Innovator, Connector and Leader for the Insurance Industry

iPipeline Customer Support

Our business is to accelerate and simplify advice, sales, compliance operations and customer support. We 
automate processing for every stage of the business – from pre-sales, new business and underwriting to 
policy administration, point-of-sale execution, post-sale sale support and data analytics. Within the UK, 

our unique and powerful aggregated community of providers, financial adviser networks and independent 
financial advisers, is dedicated to enabling customers to secure the financial futures for their families.

To stay up-to-date with our latest news and updates follow us:

If you need any support with using any of the iPipeline Services, you can get 
in touch with our Customer Support Team on the contact details below.

0345 408 4022 uk.support@ipipeline.com

mailto:Sduffin%40ipipeline.com?subject=
mailto:njones%40ipipeline.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/ipipelineuk
https://www.facebook.com/iPipelineUK/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ipipelineuk/
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